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There is an emerging view that the spontaneous activity
of the brain does not merely reflect stochastic network
fluctuations and internal noise sources, but rather repre-
sents the underlying structure [1] or state [2] of the
brain. To examine this hypothesis, we studied how a
sensory stimulus interacts with the brain’s spontaneous
activity. Is the spontaneous activity following a sensory-
evoked period different from the spontaneous activity
before the stimulus input? If so, in what respect does
the activity differ - firing rates, or perhaps more subtle
aspects of spike correlations or ongoing dynamics? And
most importantly, how can such differences be
quantified?
As a platform for investigating these questions, we
have developed a biologically-inspired model of a rodent
barrel column, consisting of approximately 4000 neu-
rons (Izhikevich point neuron model, [3]). We model
layers 2, 3 and 4 with the connectivity being random
and the connection probabilities for each neuron class
(layer 2/3: excitatory pyramidal, and inhibitory basket
and non-basket; layer 4: excitatory spiny stellate) con-
strained by data from the physiological literature (from
[4] and elsewhere). STDP occurs at the excitatory
synapses, with the particular variety of STDP rule used
being cell type and layer dependent. Sensory evoked
activity is generated by direct input to layer 4 neurons
from a Linear-Nonlinear-Poisson (LNP) model of thala-
mic nucleus VPm derived from experimentally recorded
thalamic transfer functions [5].
We find that the sensory stimulation protocol in the
model induces long-lasting changes in synaptic weights
in the post-stimulus spontaneous epoch, with substantial
heterogeneity amongst cell types and layers. Average
neuronal firing rates, in contrast, are essentially
unchanged. We are currently investigating how the
pattern of synaptic weight changes alters the ongoing
dynamical structure of activity. A particular advantage
of the modeling approach used here is that we have
direct access to the synaptic weight dynamics – which is
not feasible with current experimental technology. This
provides a means to test hypotheses about the computa-
tional role of ongoing cortical dynamics.
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